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Abstract—Ultra-wideband (UWB) is a promising positioning

system that has undergone massive research development in

recent years. Most UWB systems assume prior knowledge on

the positions of the UWB anchors. Without knowing the anchor

positions, an accurate position estimate of a user is difficult.

Hence, this paper presents a novel simultaneous localization and

mapping (SLAM) approach for pedestrian localization using a

UWB system, where the locations of the anchors are unknown.

We fuse the distance estimates of the UWB system with heading

information obtained from an inertial measurement unit (IMU).

We evaluate the proposed algorithm based on measurements with

a moving pedestrian and fixed anchors with unknown positions.

The evaluations show that an accurate position estimation of

both the pedestrian and the anchors is possible without any prior

knowledge on the anchor positions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of smartphones has made positioning

technologies available to a wide range of users [1]. For outdoor

localization, global navigation satellite systems (GNSSs) are

the most well-known and mostly used technologies for po-

sitioning. In open sky conditions, GNSSs provide a sufficient

position accuracy for most mass market applications. However,

indoors or in urban canyons the GNSS positioning accuracy

might be drastically reduced. In these situations, the received

GNSS signals might be blocked, affected by multipath effects

or received with low power. To enhance the positioning per-

formance, different methods and sensor systems can provide

position information to support or replace GNSSs [2], [3].

Most of the indoor positioning systems use local infrastructure

like positioning with radio frequency identification (RFID) [4],

mobile communication base-stations [5], [6], wireless local

area network (WLAN) [7] or ultra-wideband (UWB) systems

[8]–[11]. Using WLAN for indoor positioning is a common

approach because WLAN infrastructure is widely deployed

[12], [13]. On the other hand, UWB is a promising positioning

system that has undergone massive research development in

recent years [14], [15]. The localization with UWB signals is

based on the parameters extracted from the signals that travel

among different nodes. UWB systems use a large bandwidth

which enables positioning precision in the order of 10 cm.

However, also UWB systems experience multipath and non-

line-of-sight (NLoS) propagation which degrade the accuracy

significantly. In order to improve the position performance,

e.g. [16], [17] use additionally information from an inertial

measurement unit (IMU). However, all of the UWB systems

assume the prior knowledge on the positions of the UWB base

stations, called anchors. Without knowing the anchor positions,

an accurate position estimate of the pedestrian is difficult [18].

Contrarily to predetermine the position of the anchors,

simultaneous estimation of the receiver and the anchor posi-

tions, called simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM),

is attracting a lot of research interest. Generally, SLAM

addresses the problem of estimating the location of a moving

object and simultaneously building the map of the unknown

environment [19]–[23]. In SLAM, the map and the user

trajectory are estimated without prior knowledge on the anchor

locations. SLAM was originally presented within the robotics

community as a technique to jointly estimate the position of

a robot and the map of detected landmarks. The most well-

known algorithmic implementations are based on the extended

Kalman filter (EKF) [19]–[21], [24], GraphSLAM [25] and

FastSLAM [26]. State-of-the art techniques of SLAM within

the robotics community use cameras [27] and range measure-

ments [28], [29] to obtain observations of the landmarks. In

recent years, pedestrian SLAM became a famous research

area [18], [30], [31]. Especially, [18] proposes an indoor

pedestrian localization scheme applying SLAM, where ranges

from IEEE802.15.4a anchors are measured, and the pedestrian

is equipped with an IMU.

In this paper, we present a novel approach which estimates

the location of the tag and the receiver simultaneously. We

use DecaWave’s DW1000 UWB transceiver which enables

cost effective real-time positioning with high accuracy in the

order of 10 cm in indoor and outdoor scenarios. In order to

estimate the distance between the anchors and receiver (tag),

we use a two way ranging method. The proposed SLAM

algorithm allows to set up the anchors at arbitrary positions,

which are estimated during run-time. To resolve ambiguities,

we fuse the distance estimates of the UWB systems with

heading information obtained from an IMU. Theoretically, the

measurements of the IMU can be directly used in an inertial
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Fig. 1: System model consisting of a UWB receiver and

an IMU.

navigation system. However, the position calculation involves

double integrations, and hence, even small measurement errors

quickly cause a drift in the position solution [32]. To avoid

that, we only use heading measurements from the IMU which

solely requires an alignment of the coordinate systems. As

we are dealing with a relative positioning system, the derived

algorithm requires prior knowledge of the initial receiver

position and moving direction only to define a local coordinate

system. The positioning algorithm derived in this paper is

implemented as a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF),

where a movement model for pedestrians incorporates the

heading information from the IMU.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we derive

the proposed algorithm. Section III describes the measure-

ment equipment and the indoor measurement scenario. Our

algorithm is evaluated based on measurements in Section IV.

Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

Throughout the paper, we will use the following notation:

• (·)T stands for matrix (or vector) transpose.

• All vectors are interpreted as column vectors.

• Matrices are denoted by bold capital letters and vectors

by bold small letters.

• ‖A‖2 =
∑

l

∑

m |Al,m|2 represents the square of the

Frobenius norm of A with elements Al,m.

• a ∼ N
(

x;µa, σ
2
a

)

denotes a Gaussian distributed random

variable a with mean µa and variance σ2
a.

• 1 : k stands for all integer numbers starting from 1 to k,

thus 1, 2, . . . , k.

• p
(

x
)

denotes the probability density function of x.

• c is the speed of light.

II. POSITION ESTIMATION

Fig. 1 presents the available sensors together with the

corresponding measurements. As shown on the left, we use

an UWB system which estimates the propagation distances

di(tk) = ‖ru(tk)− rA,i(tk)‖ (1)

between the tag located at ru(tk) and N(tk) anchors located

at rA,i(tk) with i = 1, . . . , N(tk). We consider a static

environment with a fixed number of anchors and a receiver

moving along an arbitrary trajectory. However, for notational

convenience, a time dependence on tk is introduced here for

the anchor positions rA,i(tk). The estimated distances d̂i(tk)
of all N(tk) anchors are used as measurements

z(tk) = [d̂1(tk), . . . , d̂N(tk)(tk)]
T (2)

in the localization algorithm with the corresponding variances

σz(tk).

As mentioned in the introduction, the anchor positions

are assumed to be unknown. In order to use the distances

estimated by the UWB system, the tag and anchor positions

have to be estimated simultaneously. Thus, the state vector

x(tk) describing the complete system at time instant tk is

x(tk) =
[

xu(tk)
T
,xA(tk)

T
]T

, (3)

with the tag states xu(tk) and the anchor states xA(tk). The

tag state xu(tk) includes the tag position ru(tk) and the tag

velocity vu(tk) with

xu(tk) =
[

ru(tk)
T
,vu(tk)

T
)
]T

, (4)

and the anchor states

xA(tk) =
[

rA,1(tk)
T , . . . , rA,N(tk)(tk)

T
]T

, (5)

for the N(tk) anchor positions rA,i(tk).

Additionally, as illustrated in Fig. 1, an IMU is used.

The IMU provides measurements of the accelerations a
b(tk)

and turn rates ω
b
ib(tk) in three dimensions. After calibration,

the heading change Ψ̇(tk) is used as a control input and is

therefore directly integrated into the transition model of the

pedestrian carrying the tag.

As we consider a dynamic system, the state estimation

can be described based on a discrete time formulation by a

transition model and a measurement model, with

x(tk) = f (x(tk−1) ,u(tk) ,w(tk)) , (6)

z(tk) = h (x(tk) ,n (tk)) . (7)

The transition model in (6) describes the state evolution from

time instant tk−1 to time instant tk employing a possible

nonlinear function f (·, ·, ·) using the control input u(tk) and

process noise w(tk). The measurement model (7) relates the

state vector to the measurements at time instant tk with a

possible nonlinear function h (·, ·) and measurement noise

n (tk). Fig. 2 shows the considered Dynamic Bayesian Net-

work where we assume a first-order hidden Markov model.
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dynamic system.

Equations (6) and (7) can also be seen from a Bayesian

perspective: based on measurements, we want to recursively

estimate the unknown probability density function (PDF) of

the state x(tk). In a recursive Bayesian formulation, this prob-

lem can be described as finding the probability distribution

p
(

x(tk)|z(t1:k)u(t1:k) ,x(t0)
)

(8)

= p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k)u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

,

with the measurements z(t1:k) =
[

z(t1)
T
, . . . , z(tk)

T
]T

,

which are the sets of propagation delays for the time

instants t1, . . . , tk, and the control inputs u(t1:k) =
[

Ψ̇(t1), . . . , Ψ̇(tk)
]T

, respectively. Finding the probability dis-

tribution in (8) can be regarded as a SLAM problem [22],

[23]. It is the joint posterior density of the anchor states and

tag state given the measurements, the control inputs and the

initial state of the tag. Fig. 3 visualizes the SLAM process of

this work: the tag moves through an environment and takes

relative delay measurements between a number of anchors

with unknown positions and the tag. In order to use the delay

measurements, the localization algorithm estimates the tag and

anchor positions simultaneously. The true locations are not

known or can not be measured directly.

Based on recursive Bayesian filtering, the posterior distri-

bution p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k)u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

can be ob-

tained recursively by a prediction and an update step. In the

prediction step, the PDF

p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k−1) ,u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

(9)

=

∫

p
(

xu(tk−1) ,xA(tk−1)|z(t1:k−1) ,u(t1:k−1) ,xu(t0)
)

× p
(

xu(tk)|xu(tk−1) ,u(tk)
)

dxu(tk−1)

is calculated, where we assume a first-order Markov model

with the transition prior

p
(

x(tk)|x(tk−1) ,u(tk)
)

. (10)
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Fig. 3: Overview of the SLAM problem: the moving tag

simultaneously estimates its location and the location of the

anchors.

The transition prior depends on the state x(tk−1) and the

applied control input u(tk) and is independent of both the

observations and the anchor positions. During the update step

with

p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k) ,u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

(11)

=
p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k−1) ,u(t1:k) ,xu(tk−1)
)

p
(

z(tk)|z(t1:k−1) ,u(t1:k)
)

× p
(

z(tk)|xu(tk) ,xA(tk)
)

, (12)

the measurement z(tk) is used to correct the prediction based

on the measurement likelihood

p
(

z(tk)|xu(tk) ,xA(tk)
)

. (13)

Equations (9) and (11) provide a recursive

procedure for calculating the joint posterior

p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k)u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

for the tag state

xu(tk) and anchors xA(tk) at time instant tk based on all

measurements z(t1:k) and all control inputs u(t1:k). In the

following we describe the transition and the measurement

model.

A. Transition Model

The transition prior p
(

x(tk)|x(tk−1) ,u(tk)
)

of the receiver

state vector xu(tk) and the anchor state vectors xA,i(tk)
associated to the anchors i = 1, . . . , N(tk), is

p
(

x(tk)|x(tk−1) ,u(tk)
)

= p
(

xu(tk)|xu(tk−1) ,u(tk)
)
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×
N(tk)
∏

i=1

p
(

xA,i(tk)|xA,i(tk−1)
)

.

(14)

The anchor states xA,i(tk) are time-invariant, hence, we obtain

for the transition prior p
(

xA,i(tk)|xA,i(tk−1)
)

of the i-th

anchor

p
(

xA,i(tk)|xA,i(tk−1)
)

= δ (xA,i(tk)− xA,i(tk−1)) . (15)

To describe the transition prior p
(

xu(tk)|xu(tk−1) ,u(tk)
)

of the tag state vector we consider a pedestrian holding a

hand-held device as shown in Fig. 4. The hand-held device is

equipped with the UWB tag and an IMU. For the movement

model, we follow a strapdown approach [32]. IMUs include

in general accelerometers measuring accelerations a
b(tk) and

gyroscopes measuring turn rates ωb
ib(tk), as indicated in Fig. 1.

These measurements are provided with respect to the sensor

alignment [32], i.e., the body frame. In order to obtain

the measurements in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate

system as shown in Fig. 4, a transformation between the

coordinate systems is necessary, see e.g. [33]. In our con-

sidered measurement scenario, the position of the IMU is

assumed as constant with respect to the pedestrian. Therefore,

we are able to calculate the coordinate transformation matrices

during the calibration phase when the pedestrian is standing

at the beginning of the measurements. For practical systems,

where the sensor is decoupled, the sensor orientation has to

be estimated continuously by applying strapdown navigation

together with in-field calibration [34].

As indicated in Fig. 4, we follow a two-dimensional posi-

tioning approach in the Cartesian coordinate system with the

receiver position

ru(tk) = [ru,x(tk) , ru,y(tk)]
T
, (16)

where ru,x(tk) and ru,y(tk) denote the x-y positions. The

receiver velocity state is

vu(tk) = R(Ψ̃(tk)) · vu(tk−1) + nu(tk) , (17)

with the rotation matrix

R(Ψ̃(tk)) =





cos
(

Ψ̃(tk)
)

− sin
(

Ψ̃(tk)
)

sin
(

Ψ̃(tk)
)

cos
(

Ψ̃(tk)
)



 , (18)

and

Ψ̃(tk) = Ψ̇(tk) + wΨ(tk) , (19)

which includes the heading rate Ψ̇(tk) measurements from the

IMU after calibration, and the heading noise wΨ(tk).

B. Measurement Model

For the measurement likelihood p
(

z(tk)|x(tk)
)

, we assume

that the elements of z(tk) are independent Gaussian distributed

conditioned on the current state x(tk),

p
(

z(tk)|x(tk)
)

=

N(tk)
∏

i=1

1√
2πσd,i(tk)

e
−

(d̂i(tk)−d̃i(tk))2

2σ2
d,i

(tk)
, (20)

with the distance estimate d̂i(tk), the propagation length d̃i(tk)
and the corresponding variance σ2

d,i(tk) for the i-th anchor.

The propagation length d̃i(tk) is

d̃i(tk) = ‖ru(tk)− rA,i(tk)‖+ db(tk) (21)

which is similar to di(tk) of (1) with an additional measure-

ment error db(tk) to include NLoS, multipath and general

estimation errors.

C. Particle Filter Implementation

In this section, we summarize the particle filter (PF) im-

plementation of the algorithm derived in Section II. PFs

provide numerical approximations to the nonlinear Bayesian

filtering problem. They approximate the posterior density of

the state vector x(tk) at time step tk by Np particles with the

particle states x
(j)(tk) and associated weights w(j)(tk) with

j = 1, . . . , Np [35]–[37]. The implementation is similar to the

Channel-SLAM algorithm presented in [38]. We implemented

the algorithm based on Rao-Blackwellization [39]. The poste-

rior density p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k)u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

of (8)

can be written as

p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k)u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

(22)

= p
(

xu(tk)|z(t0:k) ,u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

p
(

xA(tk)|xu(tk) , z(t0:k)
)

= p
(

xu(tk)|z(t0:k) ,u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

×
N(tk)
∏

i=1

p
(

xA,i(tk)|xu(tk) , zi(t0:k)
)

.

Hence, the RBPF contains additionally to the samples x
(j)
u (tk)

from p
(

xu(tk)|z(t0:k) ,u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

a representation of

anchor states p
(

xA(tk)|x(j)
u (tk) , z(t0:k)

)

for each particle j.

We use PFs to estimate the subspaces representing the anchor



states inside a PF. The reason to use a PF instead of a

low complexity EKF is the non-linearity of the measurements

in (1). As shown in Fig. 5, the algorithm is based on a superor-

dinate particle filter (superPF) and subordinate particle filters

(subPFs): Each particle j = 1, . . . , Np of the superPF with the

state vector x
(j)
u (tk) =

[

r
(j)
u (tk)

T
,v

(j)
u (tk)

T
]T

holds N(tk)

subPFs. Each subPF is represented by the particles x
(j,a)
A,i (tk)

with a = 1, . . . , NP,j,i(tk) where NP,j,i(tk) stands for the

number of particles in the i-th subPF with i = 1, . . . , N(tk),

estimating x
(j)
A,i(tk).

Consequently, similar to [38], the posterior density

p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k)u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

can be approxi-

mated by importance samples, see [36], as

p
(

xu(tk) ,xA(tk)|z(t1:k)u(t1:k) ,xu(t0)
)

(23)

≈
Ns
∑

j=1

w(j)(tk) δ
(

xu(tk)− x
(j)
u (tk)

)

,

where w(j)(tk) defines the weight for the j-th particle at time

instant tk with

w(j)(tk) ∝ p
(

z(tk)|x(j)
u (tk) , z(tk−1)

)

∝
N(t)
∏

i=1

NP,i,j(tk)
∑

a=1

w
(j,a)
i (tk) (24)

and the weight w
(j,a)
i (tk) of the subPFs at time instant tk with

w
(j,a)
i (tk) , p

(

d̂i(tk)|x(j)
u (tk) ,x

(j,a)
A,i (tk)

)

. (25)

Resampling is performed at each time instant to prevent

degeneration, hence, (24) and (25) do not depend on the

weights w(j)(tk−1) and w
(j,a)
i (tk−1), respectively.

III. MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT AND SCENARIO

A. Measurement Equipment

The pedestrian is equipped with a hand-held device includ-

ing an UWB tag, a Xsense IMU (MTI-G-700) and a laptop

which stores the IMU and UWB measurement data. We use the

so called Loco Positioning system produced by Bitcraze AB,

see https://www.bitcraze.io/ for our measurements. The Loco

Positioning system is based on the Decawave DWM1000 chip

and has an accuracy in the 10 cm range. For the measurements,

the UWB system is configured to a bandwidth of 500MHz
and a carrier frequency of 3.5GHz. Fig. 6 shows the Loco

Positioning Node which can act either as an anchor or as a tag.

As an anchor, it is part of the reference base for the system.

In tag mode, it can be connected to a computer for recording

the distance estimates.

The UWB system uses a two way ranging method as

depicted in Fig. 7 which allows the tag to measure its distance

to an anchor i. The protocol contains four messages, two

are sent by the tag, and two by the anchor. Afterwards, the

TABLE I: Description of the track-markers

Marker Time instants

M1 t = 0 s,

M2 t = 13.8 s, t = 61.7 s

M3 t = 17.2 s, t = 64.8 s

M4 t = 29 s, t = 75.1 s

M5 t = 41 s t = 43.6 s

M6 t = 79.1 s

M7 t = 87.2 s

propagation delay is estimated by

d̂i(tk) = c · ∆τ,1,i(tk) ·∆τ,4,i(tk)−∆τ,2,i(tk) ·∆τ,3,i(tk)

∆τ,1,i(tk) ·∆τ,4,i(tk) + ∆τ,2,i(tk) ·∆τ,3,i(tk)
,

(26)

based on the transmitting and receiving time stamps illustrated

in Fig. 7.

B. Measurement Scenario

Fig. 8 shows the indoor measurement scenario in top view

with the five anchor positions indicated by Ai for i = 1, . . . , 5
and the pedestrian track in blue. The measurements were

conducted in the kitchen area of an office building. The

pedestrian is moving on the indicated blue track starting at

M1 and ending at M7 for 87 s in the order: M1 ⇒ M2 ⇒
M3 ⇒ M4 ⇒ M5 ⇒ M2 ⇒ M3 ⇒ M4 ⇒ M6 ⇒ M7.

During the pedestrian movement, the line-of-sight (LoS) path

between the anchors and the tag is most of the time present,

however sometimes shaded by the body of the pedestrian

or by furniture. Fig. 9 shows the estimated propagation

distances d̂i(tk) in meter versus the pedestrian moving time in

seconds. Additionally, the figure shows by the black lines the

corresponding calculated propagation distances, which match

to the UWB measurements.

IV. EVALUATIONS BASED ON MEASUREMENTS

The evaluations are performed using Ns = 2000 particles in

the superPF, whereas the number of particles for the subPFs

for each node is different depending on the estimated delay.

The developed algorithm obtains the measurements z(tk) and

the heading rate Ψ̇(tk) every T = tk− tk−1 = 0.1 s. The error

in the heading noise of (19) is modeled by a Gaussian density

wΨ(tk) ∼ N
(

0, σ2
Φ(tk)

)

with standard deviation σΦ(tk) =
1 ◦. For the initialization, we use prior information p

(

xu(t0)
)

including the starting position and velocity. Being a relative

positioning system, the algorithm requires prior knowledge of

the initial receiver position and moving direction only to define

a local coordinate system. Hence, an unknown starting position

and direction or larger initial uncertainties may result in a

biased and rotated coordinate system in the estimation.

To evaluate the positioning performance of the proposed

algorithm, we compare it to a positioning algorithm with

perfect knowledge of all anchor positions. In the following

we refer to this algorithm as UWB Pos., which can be seen as
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a lower bound for the proposed algorithm referred to as UWB

SLAM. We assume the starting position and direction of the

pedestrian to be known. Fig. 10 shows the root mean square

errors (RMSEs) RMSEu(tk) =
√

E{‖ru(tk)− r̂u(tk)‖2} of

the estimated pedestrian position versus the pedestrian moving

time for UWB SLAM in blue and UWB Pos. in green. Because

the PF includes randomness, the position estimates differ for

each evaluation due to a finite number of particles even if
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Fig. 8: Measurement scenario with five fixed anchors (A1, A2,

A3, A4 and A5) and a moving tag (pedestrian). The pedestrian

moves on the blue track for 85 s starting at M1 and ending at

M7 in the order: M1 ⇒ M2 ⇒ M3 ⇒ M4 ⇒ M5 ⇒ M2 ⇒
M3 ⇒ M4 ⇒ M6 ⇒ M7, see also Table I.

the same measurement data are used. Therefore, we perform

200 independent evaluations based on the same measurement

data. Because of the initialization of the receiver position

using prior knowledge, both algorithms perform similarly at

the beginning of the track, where the position error is rather

low. Afterwards, the RMSEu(tk) for both algorithms varies

between 0.1 m and 1 m. UWB Pos. can be interpreted as

a lower bound and estimates the receiver position with the

lowest RMSE. However, at some time steps UWB Pos. has

a slightly higher RMSE than UWB SLAM which might be

due to the small inaccuracies in the calculation of the VT

positions. Fig. 11 shows the cumulative distribution functions

(CDFs) of the error of the estimated receiver position for the

mentioned algorithms. In order to reduce the effect of the

initialization, the CDFs do not consider the first 4 s of the

pedestrian movement.
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Fig. 9: Recorded delays versus the pedestrian moving time in

seconds.
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Fig. 10: RMSEu(tk) versus the pedestrian moving time in

seconds for the described SLAM algorithm and a positioning

algorithm with knowledge of the anchor positions.

Fig. 12 shows the RMSE of the estimated positions of

the anchors Ai, RMSEAi
(tk) =

√

E{‖rA,i(tk)− r̂A,i(tk)‖2},

for i = 1, . . . , 5, versus the pedestrian moving time. At the

starting position, the algorithm has no prior knowledge of the

anchor positions. The RBPF is initialized based on the first

delay estimates. Hence, the possible position of anchor Ai lies

within a circle around ru(t0) with radius d̂i(t0).
1 During the

pedestrian movement the positions of the anchors converge and

the RMSE decreases. At the end of the track we can estimate

all anchors with a RMSE lower than 0.5m. Especially, the

RMSE of A1 is below 0.05m.

1Please note, we are considering positioning in a two-dimensional coordi-
nate system, where the anchors and tag are on the same level. If the anchors
are placed e.g. on the ceiling, the possible position of the anchor Ai lies

within a sphere around ru(t0) with radius d̂i(t0).
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Fig. 11: CDF of the receiver position error for UWB Pos. and

UWB SLAM. In order to reduce the effect of the initialization

around the starting position, the evaluations do not consider

the first 5 s of the pedestrian movement.
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Fig. 12: RMSEAi
(tk) versus the pedestrian moving time in

seconds for the anchors A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a SLAM algorithm for local-

ization of a pedestrian using a UWB system with unknown

anchor positions. The tag and anchor positions are estimated

simultaneously based on range measurements between the

anchors and the tag. Our evaluations show that an accurate

positioning performance can be achieved even if the anchor

positions are unknown. The pedestrian RMSE was almost

always below one meter, and in 90% of the time below 0.77m.

In addition, the locations of the five anchors could be estimated

with final RMSEs between 0.05 and 0.5m.
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